Victoria Street North Rehabilitation
Weber Street West to Lancaster Street West
City of Kitchener
Project Information Sheet for Municipal Class Environmental Assessment
Exempt Projects

Project Scope (What & Why)

The work under this contract includes the asphalt rehabilitation on Victoria Street North from Weber Street West to Lancaster Street West in the City of Kitchener. Localized replacement of, storm sewers, sidewalk, curb and gutter, new traffic signals at Victoria St N and Ahrens St, and streetlighting upgrades are also included. A new Multi Use Path from Victoria Street North and Weber Street West intersection to the Kitchener GO/Via Rail train station is proposed.

Preliminary Cost Estimate (Budget): $2,415,000.00

Questions or Concerns Regarding this Project Should be Directed to:

Matthew Ropp - Project Manager (226) 750-3822
mropp@regionofwaterloo.ca